


2003. 01 The establishment of IPUV Co., Ltd.

2003. 01 Started manufacturing UV Screen Ink for CD and HDPE(SCS).

2003. 12 Started manufacturing UV Offset Ink for P.P, PVC and PET(SCP).

2005. 04 Started manufacturing UV Offset Ink for substance(Foil paper such as Gold & Silver leaf paper, etc)(SCO).

2006. 01 Started manufacturing UV Flexo Ink(SCF).

2006. 08 Certified by ISO 9001:2000 Quality Management System.

2007. 04 Inaugurated as a president of IPUV(Mr. Kiwon Jang).

2008.04 Acquired the Certificate of a venture company from the Korea Technology Finance Corporation.

2011. 03 Qualified as a R&D Department.

2011. 10 Acquired the Certificate of ISO 14001.

2012. 08 Purchased a site Pungse general industrial complex, Dongnam-Gu, Cheonan-City.(3,300 m²)

2013. 05 Completed the new plant & bldg in Cheonan-City.

2016. 04 Applied a patent(Ultraviolet hardening ink composite).

2016. 11 Established Seoul branch.(Dorimdong, Seoul)

2017. 09 Certified as a leading technology firm by NICE Information Service Co., Ltd.

2018. 04 Applied a patent(Ultraviolet hardening ink composite for foaming).

2018. 09 Exhibited at the KIPES.

2018. 11Set up 2 units of hydraulic type 3Roll machines.

2018. 11 Registered a patent(Ultraviolet hardening ink composite).



Today, environmental problems are becoming a huge issue all over 

the world. The printing business industry might face the problems as 

well. Therefore, the printing business have been changing rapidly not to 

use solvent. Unfortunately, it is true that ink technology still depend on 

overseas supply.

IPUV Co., Ltd was established for the first time in Korea aiming at 

domestic production related to Total UV(LED) inks. Currently, we are 

developing our own skills and selling UV offset inks and UV letter 

press(resin plate) inks. Especially, the Screen & Flexo inks that 99% 

of the domestic consumption had been dependent on imports have 

been succeeded manufacturing domestically and are selling. We have 

succeeded in domestic productions which are coating for cosmetic 

soft tube, digital printing machine, Etching coating for offset printing 

machine, and various sorts of functional UV(LED) coating. Thus, we 

have enjoyed high reputations through our market.

Facing the 10th anniversary of founding in 2013, we built our own 

plant and the office in the Pungse general industrial complex. That was 

our first step for the second leap. We are pursuing high-quality products 

after setting up 2 units of hydraulic type 3Roll machines in 2018. We will 

continue to solve problems related to domestic UV(LED) printing with 

best quality, competitive price, and  prompt service.

 

 Thanks.

Sincerely,

Kiwon Chang
The president of IPUV
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The company realizing the social value

through the most advanced UV technology.

Technology 
Laboratory

Plant 
Equipments

Hydraulic type 
3Roll machines

The Seoul 
office

The only one right way
IPUV - The professional UV Inks company
We have been trying hard and 
researching since 2003.
These efforts would lead us into the world
wide market.
We look forward to seeking a new
market and will continue to study
deeply for new, good quality, and diverse
inks further.

The certificates show our 
quality and technology was 
approved by some relative 
institutes or organizations to 
environmental problems.



The certificates show our 
quality and technology was 
approved by some relative 
institutes or organizations to 
environmental problems.



The best quality UV Offset Inks for 
realizing Vivid & Beautiful colors.

Star Cure UV Offset inks have been manufactured by domestic 

technology. Therefore, it is able to be used in printing system this 

country and would be better than other countries' product for 

sure(passed the quality test at foreign fields as well). Moreover, It has 

also a good competitive price with the best quality.

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•High color in density and high gloss.

•Outstanding printability with advanced heat & water resistance.

•Small orders are acceptable.(Pantone & DIC Colors)

•Eco-Friendly and Solvent free.

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION                                                     

SCO
 적(MAGENTA)

 황(YELLOW)

 청(CYAN)

 먹(BLACK)

 금적(WARM RED)

 군청(ULTRAMARINE BLUE)

 감남(BRONZE BLUE)

 초(GREEN)

 백(OPAQUE WHITE)

 메디움(TRANSPARENT WHITE)

Art paper

Manila paper

Foil paper(Gold & 

Silver leaf paper)

Multi-Purpose cartonsSCO
(SOY)

SCBF
Business forms, 

Labels, Seals

SCP
Plastics

(P.P, PVC, PET, etc)

UV(LED) OFFSET INKS

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 



Star Cure UV Flexo Inks have high 
color, and outstanding printability.

This products were developed at our own technology, so we 

attributed import-substituting effects to our country. Moreover, 

The UV Flexo inks are enjoying high color in density and 

excellent printability while we promise to do every efforts in order 

to satisfy our customers at the most preferential treatment, such 

as best offer in prices, quality, service, delivery, and others.

•For UV Flexo Inks only.  

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•Excellent adhesion to substance, Bright & Vivid colors, and high color in density.

•Small orders are acceptable.(Pantone & DIC Colors)

•Eco-Friendly and Solvent free.

UV(LED) FLEXO INKS

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SCF

  적(MAGENTA)

Art paper

Yupo paper

Thermal paper

Multi-Purpose label

  황(YELLOW)

  청(CYAN)

  먹(BLACK)

  금적(WARM RED)

  군청(ULTRAMARINE BLUE)

  초(GREEN)

  백(OPAQUE WHITE)

  메디움(TRANSPARENT WHITE)

  투명 메디움(MORE TRANSPARENT WHITE)

 자성잉크(MAGNETIC) =(항자력 : 2750±50 Oe)

 Coercive force(Antimagnetic)

Highway pass

Parking ticket

포장단위(PACKING) 5kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 



Solvent-free and Eco-Friendly UV Letter 
Press Inks.

The UV letter press inks are enjoying fast curing and 

excellent printability and are used widely to print various 

uses such as labels, plastic container(cup noodles), 

magnetic materials(high pass tickets and other cards) and 

others.

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•Excellent adhesion to substance, Bright & Vivid colors, and high color in density.

•Small orders are acceptable.(Pantone & DIC Colors)

•Eco-Friendly and Solvent free.

UV(LED) LETTER PRESS INKS

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SCL

 적(MAGENTA)

 황(YELLOW)

 청(CYAN)

 먹(BLACK)

 금적(WARM RED)

 감남(BRONZE BLUE)

 군청(ULTRAMARINE BLUE)

 초(GREEN)

 백(OPAQUE WHITE) 

 메디움(TRANSPARENT WHITE)

Multi-Purpose label
(Art paper, Yupo paper, etc)

PS Container
(Cup noodle)

Aluminum foil
(Toothpaste tube)

자성잉크(MAGNETIC)
(항자력 : 2750±50 Oe)
Coercive force(Antimagnetic)

Highway pass

Parking ticket

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 



UV(LED) SILK SCREEN INKS

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SCS 100
 청황(LEMON YELLOW)

 황색(YELLOW) 

 오렌지(ORANGE) 

 금적(WARM RED) 

 홍적(GERANIUM)  

 분홍(PINK)

 녹색(GREEN)

 하늘색(SKY BLUE)  

 청색(BLUE) 

 감청(DEEP BLUE)

	  군청(MARINE BLUE)

 자주(VIOLET)

 흑색(BLACK)

Labels

SCS 300

Bucket

Ink Cartridge Compact Disk, 

DVD, CD-R(W)

SCS 500
Various sorts of Plastic 
which are pretreated(PE, 
P.P, PVC etc)

SCS 700
Various sorts of Plastic 
Which are not 
pretreated(PET etc)

SCS 800
Metal plate

Plate glass, etc

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg, 5kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 

Special UV Silk Screen Ink enables you to have 
various colors by color mixing with fast curing 
and excellent adhesion.

The Inks make speedy curing and excellent adhesion. 

Furthermore, It is able to mix colors variously so that it is 

available to provide with Chameleon Ink, Aroma UV Ink, Security 

Ink, and Phosphorescent Special Ink.

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•Excellent adhesion to substance, Bright & Vivid colors, and high color in density.

•Small orders are acceptable.(Pantone & DIC Colors)

•Eco-Friendly and Solvent free.



UV SPECIAL TYPE INKS

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

Fluorescent Ink

SCO 형광 핑크(PINK)

SCO 형광 적(MAGENTA)

SCO 형광 황(YELLOW)

SCO 형광 오렌지(ORANGE)

SCO 형광 청(CYAN)

SCO 형광 초(GREEN)

Metal Ink

SCO 금(GOLD)
Excellent stability, and glare

SCO 은(SILVER)

SC GOLD PASTE
For UV FLEXO Ink

SC SILVER PASTE

Special White 
SCO 코팅 백(부분)(SCO Coating White)

SCO 코팅 백(베다)(Solid area Printing)

After printing Special UV White 
Ink, no need of additional coating 
job.

Etching Transparent 
White(Glossy, Flat)

SC 엣칭 OPV(1차)(Primary SC Etching OPV)

SC 엣칭 OPV(무광, 1차)(Primary SC Etching OPV Flat)

Part Coating SCO 부분 코팅(SCO Part Coating) Coating partly by Offset coating

Special Functional Ink

SC 시온 잉크(Chameleon ink)
Expressing color & discoloring  by 
temperature

SC 향료 잉크(Aroma Ink)
Expressing various sorts of aroma 
with aroma capsule

SC 자외선 보안 잉크(SC UV Security Ink) Ink that reacts only to UV

SC 축광 잉크(SC Phosphorescent Ink) Emergency Exit, Emergency sign

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 

UV Special type inks with excellent printability.

This product has more remarkable glare, stability, and 

printability than other products.

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•Excellent adhesion to substance, Bright & Vivid colors, and high color in density.

•Eco-Friendly and Solvent free.



The high quality coating products that can be 
applied to various printing uses.

It allows to be applied to the diverse printing ways easily and to lead 

to special coating products such as high gloss coating, flat coating, 

high slip(HS), foil, and offset coating.

 

•Various Coatings(High gloss, Flat, HS, Foil, and Offset coatings).

•Fast curing & Excellent printability.

•Excellent adhesion to substance.

•Outstanding solvent resistance.

•Development of Coating product for special use.

UV(LED) OVER PRINTING VARNISH

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SC OPV

100 Series

Coating for UV Flexo printing machine

200 Series

300 Series

Coating for UV label printing machine

OPV for cosmetic soft tube(Glossy, 

Flat)

400 Series Coating for UV Offset printing machine

800 Series

Coating for UV Roll printing machine & 

Digital printed matters

Secondary Etching OPV

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg,18kg

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition. 



The best selection to maintain and satisfy the best printing 
condition.

The products have been enjoying salient reputation keeping the highest printing quality, and 

workability.

UV PRINTING ASSISTANCE

포장단위(PACKING) 1kg

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

Cleaner
SC UV Cleaner Special UV Cleaner with low odor 

(Blanket, Rubber roller, etc)

SC UV Cleaner
(Anilox Roll) SC UV Cleaner(Anilox Roll)

세척제(SC UV Cleaner)

※ SC UV Cleaner that has the excellent cleaning power with low odor.

포장단위(PACKING) 15kg

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SC dry 

Accelerant

SC Dry Accelerant(Ink) Dry Accelerant for ink

SC Dry 
Accelerant(Coating)

Dry Accelerant for coating

건조촉진제(SC Dry Accelerant) 포장단위(PACKING) 1kg

※ The product supports to dry fast.

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

SC UV 
Viscosity 
Reducer

SC UV Reducer To adjust viscosity of UV Ink, and Coating

SC UV Reducer(F) Viscosity Reducer for UV Flexo

점도조정제(SC UV Viscosity Reducer)

※ It helps to adjust proper viscosity fast and easily.

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition.



The best ink for creating beautiful color.

The excellent products represent a great printability and make dense 

colors. 

•2Pc Thermosetting Ink.

•3Pc UV Curing Ink.

•Good printability, Bright & Vivid color while it works in a speedy operation.

•Excellent adhesion to substance & Good workability.

•Small orders are acceptable.(Pantone & DIC Colors)

METAL INKS

TYPE PRODUCT NAME APPLICATION

Water-based 2Pc 
thermosetting Ink

 적(MAGENTA)

 황(YELLOW)

 청(CYAN)

 먹(BLACK)

 금적(WARM RED)

 군청(ULTRAMARINE BLUE)

 감남(BRONZE BLUE)

 초(GREEN)

 백(OPAQUE WHITE)

 메디움(TRANSPARENT WHITE)

Beverage Can

Oil-based 2Pc 
thermosetting Ink

Beverage Can

3Pc UV Curing Ink

Beverage Can

Multi-Purpose 
metal container

When your skin touches the ink, please do not expose it to sunlight and wash it with soap immediately.

Please avoid exposing the inks to the direct sunlight or somewhere hot and keep in a cool condition.

포장단위(PACKING) 5kg



AUTO BUCKET SCREEN PRINTING MACHINE
SF-ASP/B

AUTO SCREEN PRINTING & HOT-STAMPING MACHINE

ASP/M1 ASP/M2 ASP/M3 ASP/M4 ASP/M5 ASP/M6

Max Printing 
Size(mm)

Circle type Ø25-90(H)60-260

Oval typel (W)40-120(H)60-260

Output(pcs/min)
Circle type 60

Oval type 75

Air Pressure(bar) 5-7

Weight(kg) 1200 2400 3600 4800 6000 7200

Dimensions(cm)

L 194 388 574 774 970 1164

W 140 140 140 140 140 140

H 160 160 160 160 160 160

Power AC 380V 50 /60Hz 7Kw 14Kw 21Kw 28Kw 35Kw 42Kw

Standards
  Model       

 SF-ASP/B1 SF-ASP/B2 SF-ASP/B3 SF-ASP/B4

Max Printing Size(mm) 250×950 250×950 250×950 250×950

Output(pcs/min) 25 25 25 25

Air Pressure(bar) 5-7 5-7 5-7 5-7

Weight(kg) 3000 4500 6000 7500

Dimensions(cm) 500L×382W×200H 790L×382W×200H 1080L×382W×200H 1380L×382W×200H

Power
AC 380V 50/60Hz

10Kw

AC 380V 50/60Hz

20Kw

AC 380V 50/60Hz

30Kw

AC 380V 50/60Hz

40Kw

Standards
Model

UV(LED) PRINTING EQUIPMENT SYSTEM

SF-ASP/M



IPUV Inks are always with the high pride of quality!

We have been focusing on the eco-friendly way without solvent.

Adhesion to substance is exceedingly outstanding.

All the colors we offer are vivid and remarkable pigmented.

Curing speed and work productivity could reach and prove to 

the top level.

Efforts and challenges to the top of the world!

IPUV Co., Ltd exports to 20 countries including Asia, Southeast Asia, Europe, 

and Africa based on the best technology and outstanding qualities.

The pride of Korea in Ink business industry IPUV



● The Head Office & Plant | 128. Pungsesandan-ro, Pungse-myeon, Dongnam-gu, Cheonan-si, Chungcheongnam-do, Republic of Korea(Postal Code: 31214)

    TEL :+82-41-415-0089, FAX :+82-70-8677-0089, WEBSITE :http://www.ipuv.co.kr

●The Seoul Office | First floor, 5, Dosin-ro 19-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea(Postal Code: 07374) FAX:+82-2-844-0510  

IPUV Co., Ltd the expert in UV(LED) business industry 

will show the quality of the ink with new research and 

efforts continually.


